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palace. Closer to the palace is the Tower of London with its lesser

towers (Tower of Hugh and Tower of Edward), which are connected by
a tunnel. The Tunnel of Death is located here, and it is said to have
sheltered William Shakespeare on his visits to London. Westminster
Abbey Westminster Abbey, historically a monastery for Benedictine

monks, was an important ecclesiastical institution throughout English
history. The abbey was the burial place of more than two dozen
English monarchs, including three sovereigns: St. Edward the

Confessor, St. William the Conqueror, and St. Henry III. It is located
near the Palace of Westminster, the Houses of Parliament, and

Buckingham Palace, and in front of the Houses of Parliament is the
Abbey's main entrance, the Painted Hall. Wallace Collection The

Wallace Collection is a major collection of art and objects, which were
assembled in the late 19th and early 20th centuries by Sir Charles
Lockhart, a Scottish businessman, on the ground floor of a 17th-
century townhouse in Belgravia, London. It contains paintings by

artists including Vermeer, Rembrandt, Velázquez, Rubens, Lely, Van
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Dyck and Gainsborough, as well as dozens of outstanding bronze and
ivory objects such as Shakespearean theatrical props, Chinese

ceramics, delicate Venetian glass, and Italian majolica, among other
things. There are also a number of furniture galleries and galleries of

objets d'art. The collection also contains the collection of John
Gainsborough, the only painting ever bought by Queen Victoria
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